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Let X be a Banach space and let @(A0 be the Banach algebra of

bounded linear transformations on X to itself. A one-parameter semi-

group of operators in @(X) is defined to be a function P(£) on (0, oo )

to <g(A0 such that

(1) nix + &)* = T(fàT(J6ù*

for 0<£i, £2< oo and xGA". P(£) is said to be weakly measurable if

/[P(£)x] is a measurable numerically-valued function for each

xEX and fEX. P(£) is said to be strongly measurable if, for each

x, P(£)x is the limit almost everywhere of a sequence of step functions

(see [2, pp. 36-38J1).
Dunford [l] and later Hille [2, pp. 183-184] showed that if P(£)

is strongly measurable and if ||P(¿)|| is bounded in each interval

[8, 1/5], then P(£)x is continuous for £>0. We shall show that the

first hypothesis for this theorem implies the second. We shall also

show by means of an example that weak measurability is not sufficient

to imply the boundedness of ||P(£)|| in any interval [5, 1/5].

We being by proving the following lemma.

Lemma 1. Let P(£) be a strongly measurable one-parameter semi-group

of operators in &ÍX) and let XoEX, then there exists a separable closed

linear subspace Xo of X containing x0 and a set Eo of measure zero such

that TiQxEXofor every xEX0 if only £GPo-

As P(£)xo is strongly measurable, there will exist a set F0 of measure

zero such that [P(£)xo|£GP>] is separable valued. We define

(2) Xo ■» linear closed extension of [x0, T(£)xo1 £ G P>].

Then Xo is a separable closed linear subspace of X. Further there will

be a denumerable set

S = [xo, Titn)xo I f, G Po, n = 1, 2, • • • ]

such that Xo is the linear closed extension of 5. The P(£) transform of

any finite linear combination of elements of 5, namely,

(3) r({) [aoxo + 23 anTikn)xo] - a0r(£)xo + E «nT(£ + £„)*„,
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will again belong to X0 if £é£Fo and £+£„(£Fo for any n. Let P„ =

F0-£„ and
DO

(4) Eo = U F.;

then 7£0 will be of measure zero. Clearly any element of the type (3)

will belong to X0 if only £(£Eo. By hypothesis, P(|) is a continuous

transformation so that any limit of elements of the type aoX0

+ ^,anT(^n)xo will be transformed by T(%) (£(£7¿o) into an element

of Xo. Finally since the finite linear combinations of 5 are dense in

Xo, the lemma follows.

Theorem. Let 7\£) be a strongly measurable one-parameter semi-

group of operators in Q£(X), then \\T(i;)\\ is bounded in each interval

[8, 1/5].

Suppose on the contrary that ||P(£)|| is not bounded for some

[5, 1/8]. Then there exist £„£ [8, I/o] such that

||rtt.)||>», w=i,2,3, •••.

Hence there exist x„EX of norm one such that

(5) ||P(£»K|| >*, »-1,2,3,-...

For each x„ there exists, by Lemma 1, a separable closed linear sub-

space Xn containing xn and a set £„ of measure zero such that T(%)X„

EXn for £<££„. We define

X„ = linear closed extension [Xn | n = 1, 2, • • • ],
(6)

Ex = U En.
n-l

Then XM is again a separable closed linear subspace of X and Ex is

of measure zero. Further for any finite linear combination of ynEXn,

T(¡t)[^2anyn]EXx if only %EEX. Since the set of such finite linear

combinations is dense in Xx and since T(£) is continuous, it follows

that

(7) T(&Xm C X„

if only £€££<„. We next define

(8) ||r(f)||' = LUB [||r({)*|| I x E Xa, \\x\\ = 1].

Since x„EXx, the inequality (5) implies

(9) ||P(fn)||'>«.
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Let {z„} be a denumerable set dense on the unit sphere in XK. Then

since || r(!)z„|| is a measurable real-valued function,

||r(ö||' = LUB [||r(ö«»|| I » - i, 2,3, ••• ]

is likewise measurable. Finally if ^GP«, then for xEXx, Ti^2)xEXM

and ||r(£2)x|| á||7XÉ,)||'||*||. Hence for £2GP«=

\\T(h + E*)||' = LUB [||r({;)[r(í,)*]|| | x g xm || «II = 1]

(io) g LUB [||r(fx)y|| I y E xx, \\y\\ = ||r(6)||']

£ ||r(6)||'-||r(«,)||'.

Let g(£)=log ||P(E)||'. Then (a) gift is measurable, (b) g(£) < oo for

each £>0, (c) «(&+&) £«(Ei)+g(&) if only & or &$£„ and (d)
g(£n)>log n where £„G[5, 1/5]. The theorem now follows from the

following lemma.

Lemma 2. If g(£) is a measurable real-valued function on (0, oo)

smcA that g(£)< oo for each £>0 awd g(£i+&)ág(£i)+g(&) /<"" Ei <""

&GP °/ measure zero, then g(£) *s bounded above in each interval

[5, 1/5].

We omit the proof since essentially the same argument as that

given by Hille [2, Theorem 6.4.1] will suffice.

Example. In order to show that strong measurability cannot be re-

placed by weak measurability in the hypothesis to the above theorem,

we have constructed the following example. Let the P-space X be the

nonseparable Hubert space of complex-valued functions x(i) on

(0, oo ) such that 23I3CW| 2< °° with norm

11*11 = [El xit)\2]1'2.

Choose for F(£) a nonmeasurable real-valued multiplicative function

on (0, oo ). Then

F(fc + Ei) = F(E0P(E«)

and F(£) is unbounded in every finite subinterval of (0, oo) (see [3]).

We then define the one-parameter semi-group of linear bounded

transformations

Tit)xit) = F(0*(< + E).

Clearly ||P(?)|| = | P(E)| is unbounded in every subinterval of (0, <»).

On the other hand, P(£) is weakly measurable. For let y G X = X, then

y[TiS)x] = E y(0*(< + E)P(E)
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differs from zero only on a denumerable set of £'s.
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MEAN VALUES AND FRULLANI INTEGRALS

RALPH PALMER AGNEW

1. Introduction. Let I(a, b) denote the Frullani integral defined by

Jo t

r» f(at)-f(bt)
=      hm      I-at

«-»0, A—*» J t t

m , lim rrm^.r&M]
«->0, Ä-»« L J at t J bt t J

rahf(t) ratf(t)
= lim   I     -dt — lim    I      -dt

ft->«    J bh       t e->0    J bt t

when the limits exist; it is assumed that a, ¿>>0 and/(/) is Lebesgue

integrable over each interval 0<m^t^M< <x>. If in the last two

integrals we put t = eu and t = e~u respectively, and set

(2) X = log (a/b)

to simplify formulas, we find that

f(e«)du +  lim    I f(e~u)du
A B—.»    J B

when the limits exist. From (3) we obtain immediately the Frullani

formula

(4) I(a, b) = X [ lim J(x) - lim /(*)]
L i->» *-»o       J

whenever these limits exist.
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